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Provider Weekly

G

reetings from The Air America
Foundation! It is amazing how
fast time can slip by. I apologize
for the delay in getting out the Provider
this month. It has been a busy one.

You can only trip over the same item so
many times before logic takes over (or
everyone makes fun of you) and you decide to put it out of the way. Number
674 has a big belly, but still she only has
so much room to move around in.

February 25, 2011

We want to congratulate everyone at
NASA for a safe and awesome launch of
the Space Shuttle Discovery. It was a
beautiful day and the crowds were incredible.

Other miscellaneous maintenance tasks
also continue to get done as they arise.
We are still trying to get the forklift
brakes serviceable. They are just a bit
better but not much. We are still looking
There are estimates of 200,000 cars in for an upgraded lift truck, that we can utinorth Brevard and I am putting the stats lize to move our people and equipment
(unofficially of course) at 500,000 people around on.
in town to watch her take flight.
If you know of something available in
Back on the ground at good old 674 this area, please let us know. Remember
things have steadily been moving forward. the Foundation is a 501(C) 3 so donaMost of what has been going on is paint tions are tax deductible to the full extent
preparation and painting. We are happy of the law.
to report that we have put down two more
gallons and hope to add another tomor- I think this issue will be a photo issue with
all the new paint work. I want to also
row.
thank Weird Neil for the photos of
We are winding down to airshow, (has it C-47 B-827.
been a year already?) and need to make
the final push to get the 123 ready for her If you have something to submit for The
visitors. If you are free, consider stopping Provider Weekly, Feel free to email me
by for a visit and maybe you might want the content with an explanation of what
roll up your sleeves and get a bit dirty. it is and put “Provider Submission” in the
We would be happy to find a job for subject line. I will do my best to include it.
you.
Continued...
We have moved a few more items to
storage to make room for the continued
painting.

Mailing Address :
Air America Foundation
P.O. Box 769
Titusville, FL 32781-0796
What's

This
Week
♦ Message from the Editor
♦ Whiskey November submission
♦ Work update
♦ Painting photos
♦ Flickr link
♦ Still need a lift truck
♦ Airshow volunteers needed

The Air America Foundation
is a 501 (c) 3 organization.
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I hope to see as many of you as possible
at the Tico Airshow this year!
I see I am out of room again. Take care
and keep the great emails coming.
Historically Yours,

Cal and I during the painting process.
The photo is a little off, but truth be told, so are we.

Port side looking aft
Starboard side looking aft

Starboard Side

Looking aft to the tail boom

Port Side

The BFG - (Big Fat Guy) also known as your editor - painting
the overhead setctions

Come to the dark side We have paint.

Moody shot looking aft out the ramp

Here is a set of photos I received form
Whiskey November - His description is...

“An XOXO message always dealt with
some catastrophe - in this case it
was one of our C-47’s (DC-3) in Vietnam. The Captain was Bill Huff and
he can be seen standing around with
his copilot watching the bird burn,
however, I am not sure who the copilot is.”

Thanks to Whiskey November
for the photo submission and
explanation.

Got a question?
Ask us!
Got an idea?
Let us know!

Your Officers
& Board Members
President - Josh Eiting
Vice President - George Simon
Secretary - John Plotnicky
Treasurer - Cal Crocker
Lead Mechanic - Rod McIntyre
Air Crew Supervisor - Paul Hedtke
Newsletter / Membership - Ed Kindle
Air America stuff online to check out!
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ed_kindle/sets/72157624712147513/

